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This time, Laibinbai smashed hard, and his ass squashed, making him grin
in pain.
As a result, his hatred of Lin Ziming became even heavier. He struggled to
get up, and said coldly: “It turns out that I’m still a practitioner, and dare to
wipe my woman’s oil. I think you are living impatiently!”
He moved his muscles and bones, and the joints on his body made a rattling
sound, matching the cold and angry expression on his face, which looked
quite scary.
Lin Ziming frowned slightly. He was a little unhappy. Just now, for Ouyang
Yanran’s sake, he didn’t have a heavy hand on this guy. This guy is fine, he
doesn’t know how to advance or retreat, and he dares to continue to fight
him.
At any rate, Lin Ziming is also a person with a face and a face, and working
with a master-level ant is really detrimental to his reputation.
Ouyang Yanran quickly said: “Lai Binbai, what are you talking nonsense,
stop me! He is my friend, if it wasn’t him, I would have been bitten by a
group of stray dogs!”
When Laibinbai heard Ouyang Yanran’s words, he had to stop, and said
concerned: “What? There are stray dogs? You have nothing to do now!”
Speaking of Lai Binbai, I was about to help Ouyang Yanran, but at this
moment, Ouyang Yanran made a move that both Lai Binbai and Lin Ziming
were surprised. Ouyang Yanran actually retracted her hand, and she did not
accept Lai Binbai. He helped, shook his head and said, “I have nothing
wrong with that group of stray dogs have been driven away.”
At the moment Lai Binbai’s face became gloomy, and the corners of his
mouth twitched fiercely. Ouyang Yanran’s action was clearly hitting him in
the face! He is also Ouyang Yanran’s genuine boyfriend anyway. At the
beginning, in order to pursue Ouyang Yanran, I don’t know how much
effort and money it took to catch Ouyang Yanran. As a result, after a few
years, Ouyang Yanran at most just held hands with him, except for that.
There are no other intimate actions outside, even the mouth has never been
kissed!
And now, Ouyang Yanran, who is bingqingyujie, is so close to another man,
half of them are stuck to him! He used to help Ouyang Yanran, but was
rejected. Where can he put his face!
Ouyang Yanran also realized that her action just now hurt Laibinbai’s heart,
but she herself couldn’t figure it out. Why did she make such a conditioned
reflex action just now?
Actually speaking, Lin Ziming’s temperament has an invisible attraction to
women, and Ouyang Yanran unknowingly relaxes her vigilance towards
him, and even has a sense of security that she can’t even find herself.
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“Bin Bai, don’t get me wrong. He and I are not the kind of relationship you
imagined. Just now I had my feet tied, so he came to help me.” Ouyang
Yanran explained, but she was cold by nature, and this explanation seems to
be inadequate. Too much sincerity, on the contrary, does not seem salty.
And after she finished explaining, she still didn’t leave Lin Ziming. How
could Lai Binbai believe what she said, and why wouldn’t she be angry?
However, he just gritted his teeth, did not vent, nodded, and said with a
chuckle, “Really, you don’t need to explain so much, how can I not believe
you.”
Ouyang Yanran frowned slightly, Lai Binbai’s performance made her very
dissatisfied, she clearly did not trust her!
Lin Ziming was very busy. He didn’t want to get caught between the two of
them, so he simply stabilized Ouyang Yanran, let him go, and said, “Ouyang
Yanran, since your boyfriend is here, then I won’t bother you, I I’m
leaving.”
Ouyang Yanran nodded, and wanted to say thank you to Lin Ziming, but Lin
Ziming didn’t give her this opportunity, she had already turned around and
left, which made her angry.
“Who is that man, why haven’t I seen it before?” Lai Binbai went over to
support Ouyang Yanran, and said obviously with dissatisfaction and
jealousy.
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